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I. Sample Preparation 

1. Samples should be flat and featureless 

a. Mechanical Polishing using colloidal silica recommended to remove relief 

b. Electropolishing – give best finish without too much topography 

i. Can produce rough surface and highlight grain boundaries 

2. Surface topography causes shadowing in FSD image and reduces ability to produce diffraction 

patterns and indexing 

3. Coating 

a. Coating will reduce signal 

b. If coating necessary use 2-5 nm 

II. Start Up 

1. Begin Reservation on the NUcore system 

2. Vent the chamber 

3. Remove Quanta sample stage and replace with EBSD 70º tilted holder 

a. Mount small polished samples on pin stubs 

b. Mound pucks in 1.25” mount holder 

4. Swing out stage camera and press green button to take a picture  

5. Pump the chamber 

a. Select high vacuum mode for conductive samples 

b. Select low vacuum mode for non-conductive samples 

6. Select appropriate accelerating voltage (kV) 

a. Start with 20 or 30 kV 

7. Set Objective Aperture 

a. Aperture 3 and 4 are the largest. 3 produces the highest counts 

b. Smaller apertures can be used but produce much lower counts 

8. Select Spot Size 

a. Large spots (5-7) will produce higher counts and lower resolution 

i. This may need to be adjusted depending on grainsize in material 

b. Smaller spot sizes can be used but will produce lower counts 

9. Select the stage tab 
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10. Turn on Tilt Correction and Dynamic Focus 

11. Turn Beam On 

12. Follow the Quanta 650F SOP to do microscope alignments 

 

III. Inserting EBSD Detector 

1. Adjust sample height to working distance between 8-12 mm 

a. NOTE: Make sure the area of interest on sample is focused at this high but the sample 

is not too close or hitting the pole piece  

2. Open the AZtec software on the top right hand computer 

3. Select the Detector Control button at the bottom right hand corner of 

window 

a. Type 150 into the position box 

b. Press Move To 

c. Monitor camera insertion in chamber camera 

window on SEM 

d. Move in camera in increments of 5-10 

e. Try to get camera to 209 

i. NOTE: The camera can be damaged 

easily so keep an eye on the movement upon insertion 

4. Redo alignments after camera has been inserted 

 

 

 
Figure 1. (Right) Camera inserted to 200 and (Left) camera inserted at 209 
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IV. Describe Specimen 

1. Tab 1: general summary description of your sample 

2. Tab 2: Select specific geometry in sample 

3. Tab 3: Select specific phases from various Databases for analysis (i.e. iron fcc, iron bcc) 

 

 

V. Scan Image 

1. Select the Scan Image tab 

2. Select Setting tab 

a. Select image pixel resolution (e.g. 512, 1024) 

b. Select pixel dwell time 

c. Use AutoLock if image is drifting 

i. Select Settings… hit auto and close window 

d. Select SE and FSE detector options 

i. FSE = Forward scattering diodes  

1. Upper diodes: density/atomic number (Z) 

contrast signal 

2. Lower diodes: Orientation contrast signal 

 

3. Click Start to collect image 
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VI. Optimize Pattern 
Functions to allow optimal EBSP acquisition and processing  
 

1. Select the Optimize Pattern tab 

2. Select Binning Resolution  

a. Binning clusters groups of pixels – can collect lower resolution EBSP’s at higher speeds 

Binning Suggested Use 

None 
High Resolution EBSP for posters and 

publications 

2x2 
Regular EBSD analyses where accuracy is 

more important than extreme speed - 
e.g. phase identification 

4x4 
Regular EBSD analyses where speed is an 

important issue (e.g. routine grain size 
and texture analysis 

8x8 
High speed analyses where a slight loss in 
accuracy is not important (e.g. large area 

texture analysis) 

 

3. Select Gain 

a. Gain will increase sensitivity of the camera but may introduce more noise  

4. Select Auto to obtain an initial exposure 

5. Collect  a Static Background 

a. Higher number of frames – cleaner 

EBSP’s but will take longer to acquire 

b. Default value is 64 

c. Wait to finish acquiring  

6. Select frame averaging 

a. Higher number of frames will give cleaner EBSP, but take longer to collect 

7. Click several point around image to see diffraction patterns 

8. If no diffraction patterns seen, sample may not be polished enough and additional sample 

preparation may be required 
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VII. Optimize Solver  
Functions to allow you to acquire, index, and refine EBSP’s 
 

1. Open the Optimize Solver tab 

2. Click around image to find a diffraction pattern 

a. Auto should be checked. If it is not checked, select ‘Snap’ button 

b. Press Off to give beam back to SEM control 

3. Click Detect button 

4. Select index 

a. Select Auto to automatically index as you proceed 

5. NOTE: IF Auto is not selected you must first ‘Snap’, ‘Detect’, then ‘Index’ 

6. Select many point around image and insure diffraction patterns being formed 

a. Check MAD (Mean Angular Deviation) values on indexing 

i. MAD = Goodness of fit of the solution 

ii. Numbers around 1 and below are generally good 

7. Open the Setting cog 

a. Adjust Hough resolution, number of bands, and band detection method 

8. Hough Resolution 

a. Sets the radius of the area of interest in Hough space in pixels. Try different Hough 

Resolutions to find the best results for your specimens. Use the following guidelines:  

i. 40-45: For fast data collection, where small angular errors (<2°) are not a problem.  

ii. 60-65: A good compromise between speed and angular resolution.  

iii. 75-80: For more accurate, but slower indexing. 

9. Number of Bands 

a. Determines the number of bands that will be used for initial indexing. Increased number 

better for finding right solution.  

i. Use Hough and peak intensity in choosing number of bands 
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10. Index Troubleshooting – Not seeing patterns or not indexing 

a. Clear patterns but not indexing 

i. Return to Describe Specimen screen and find other possible phases 

b. Adjust number of Bands detected (Hough Resolution) 

i. Check for improved MAD values in EBSD Solver Setting window  

c. High MAD Values 

i. Choose more or less reflectors in Phases for Acquisition window for indexed 

patterns 

 

VIII. Acquiring Map Data 
 

1. Open the Acquire Map Data tab 

2. Open the settings window 

a. Select pixel resolution 

3. Select the full screen or partial screen for mapping 

4. Partial Screen Mapping 

a. Select appropriate image length and height and lock values (padlocks) 

i. This will unlock Duration and Step Size 

b. Adjust step size to collect 3-5 

minute map to evaluate 

sample preparation and hit 

rate before acquiring high 

resolution map 
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IX. Construct Map 
Tools for changing the appearance of Maps 

1. Check preliminary map results 

a. Determine hit rate of EBSD patterns 

i. Lower values (60% or lower) may suggest needed optimization of preparation   

2. On the lower part of the right hand screen, you can maximize the construct pole figures 

window and generate pole figures for the map you have created.   

 

X. Acquire High Resolution Map Data 
 

1. After evaluating preliminary map, open Acquire Map window again 

2. Adjust Step Size to optimize resolution 

a. Use 0.05 µm -0.5 µm depending on grain size of sample 

b. NOTE: High quality maps take several hours to collect. Plan reservation accordingly  

 

XI. Reporting Results 
 

1. Select drop down arrow labeled Report Results 

2. Click Report Templates 

3. From the list of reports, select the kind of report you wish to display (e.g. pole figures, EBSD 

maps, etc.) 

4. Select Word or Excel Format 

5. Save report in “Reports” folder of AZtec project 

6. Leaving Excel or Word document open, select report templates and ‘Append’ exisiting report to 

keep all reports in one file 
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XII. Shutdown Procedure 
 

1. Save Project 

2. Select Detector Control Button 

a. Push the Out button to retract EBSD detector 

3. Close AZtec 

4. Transfer all data to EPIC_SEM (S:) drive 

5. On Quanta SEM interface:  

a. Turn off Beam 

b. Vent System 

c. Replace standard multistep stage 

d. Pump down chamber 

6. End Reservation on the NUcore system  
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